
Air Cooler/Purifier/Humidifier witH 
remote Control
Model no: SAC13

thank you for purchasing a Sealey product. manufactured to a high standard, this product will, if used according to these 
instructions, and properly maintained, give you years of trouble free performance.

IMPORTANT: PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY. NOTE THE SAFE OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS, WARNINGS & CAUTIONS. USE 
THE PRODUCT CORRECTLY AND WITH CARE FOR THE PURPOSE FOR WHICH IT IS INTENDED. FAILURE TO DO SO MAY CAUSE DAMAGE AND/OR 
PERSONAL INJURY AND WILL INVALIDATE THE WARRANTY. KEEP THESE INSTRUCTIONS SAFE FOR FUTURE USE.

1. SAfety
1.1.   eleCtriCAl SAfety

 �   wArninG! It is the user’s responsibility to check the following:
 Check all electrical equipment and appliances to ensure that they are safe before using. Inspect power supply leads, plugs and   
 all electrical connections for wear and damage. Sealey recommend that an RCd (Residual Current device) is used with all electrical  
 products. You may obtain an RCd by contacting your local Sealey stockist. 
 If the product is used in the course of business duties, it must be maintained in a safe condition and routinely PAT (Portable   
 Appliance Test) tested.
 electrical safety information, it is important that the following information is read and understood.

1.1.1.   ensure that the insulation on all cables and on the appliance is safe before connecting it to the power supply. 
1.1.2.   Regularly inspect power supply cables and plugs for wear or damage and check all connections to ensure that they are secure.
1.1.3.   important: Ensure that the voltage rating on the appliance suits the power supply to be used and that the plug is fitted with the   

 correct fuse - see fuse rating in these instructions.
 8   do not pull or carry the appliance by the power cable.
 8   do not pull the plug from the socket by the cable. Remove the plug from the socket by maintaining a firm grip on the plug.
 8   do not use worn or damaged cables, plugs or connectors. ensure that any faulty item is repaired or replaced immediately by a   

 qualified electrician.
1.1.4.   This product is fitted with a BS1363/A 13 Amp 3 pin plug. 
 If the cable or plug is damaged during use, switch off the electricity supply and remove from use. 
 Replace a damaged plug with a BS1363/A 13 Amp 3 pin plug. If in doubt contact a qualified electrician.
 Class II products are wired with live (brown) and neutral (blue) only are marked with the 
 Class II symbol;

 A) Connect the BROWN live wire to the live terminal ‘L’.
 B) Connect the BLUE neutral wire to the neutral terminal ‘N’.
 C) After wiring, check that there are no bare wires and ensure that all wires have been correctly
     connected. 

 ensure that the cable outer sheath extends inside the cable restraint and that the restraint is tight. 
 8   do not connect either wire to the earth terminal. 

 Sealey recommend that repairs are carried out by a qualified electrician. 
1.2.   GenerAl SAfety

 9   only use as described in this manual. 
 9   This product is intended for indoor, household use onlY. do not use outdoors or for commercial or industrial purposes.
 8   do not immerse the unit , plug or cord in water or spray with liquids. do not place vases or similar objects filled with liquids near  

 the unit.
 8   do not use the unit within the immediate vicinity of water, such as bathtubs, wash bowls, swimming pools etc. where the 

 likelihood of immersion or splashing could occur.
 9   Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.
 9   Turn the unit off and unplug it from the mains when: not in use; when moving the unit from one location to another and before   

 Maintenance or Cleaning.
 9   This product is not intended for use by persons, including children, with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of  

 experience and knowledge unless they have been given supervision or instruction concerning the use of the appliance by a person  
 responsible for their safety.

 8   do not operate in the presence of explosive and/or flammable liquids or plugs.
 8   do not use the unit near an open flame, cooking or other heating appliance. 
 8   do not operate the unit with a damaged cord or plug, or if the product malfunctions or is damaged in any way.
 9   Avoid contact with moving parts. do not insert anything through the grill when the unit is operating.
 9   The use of attachments is not recommended and may be hazardous.
 9   Place the unit on a dry level surface to avoid overturning.
 8   do not operate if the housing is damaged. 
 8   do not cover the grill, or operate in close proximity to curtains etc. ensure there is adequate ventilation around the unit. 
 9   If the mains lead needs to be replaced, ensure it is carried out by a suitably qualified person.
 9   If the unit is not working properly contact a qualified technician for repair. Never attempt to dismantle the unit.

Recommended fuse rating

13 Amp
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 9   never install or store the unit where it could be subject to:
 a. Heat sources such as radiators, heat registers, stoves or other products that produce heat
 b. direct sunlight
 c. Mechanical vibration or shock
 d. excessive dust
 e. lack of ventilation, such as a cabinet or bookcase
 f. Uneven surfaces

 8   do not leave the product running unattended.
 9   The castor wheels must be attached before use.
 8   do not remove the water tank while the unit is plugged in.

 note: This appliance can be used by children aged from 8 years and above and persons with reduced physical, sensory or   
 mental capabilities or lack of experience and knowledge if they have been given supervision or instruction concerning use of the   
 appliance in a safe way and understand the hazards involved. Children shall not play with the appliance. Cleaning and    
 user maintenance shall not be made by children without supervision.

2. introduCtion
Multifunction three-in-one unit comprising air cooler, air purifier and humidifier with active carbon filter. Features three-speed fan, 
adjustable timer ranging from 30 minutes - 7.5 hours and adjustable airflow direction. A Large 13ltr water tank supplied with two ice packs 
enables refrigerant-free cooling by evaporating water. Supplied with electronic remote control for easy operation. Mounted on castors for 
manoeuvrability.

3. SPeCifiCAtion
Model no .....................................................................SAC13
Cooler .............................................................................65W
Cooling water tank ........................................................... 13lt
Max. airflow .................................................................. 10m/s

4. feAtureS

5. ASSembly
5.1.   fit wHeelS
5.1.1.   Install wheels before use. Turn cooler upside down onto a soft mat, to protect it, gently push all 4 wheels into the base.

6. oPerAtion
6.1.   fill wAter tAnK

 �   wArninG! disconnect from mains supply before filling the water tank.
 imPortAnt! do not use water with any chemical additives added. Water must be cold or lukewarm. do not use water above  
 40°C.
6.2.   uSinG tHe iCe bloCKS (oPtionAl)
6.2.1.   There are two ice blocks included that can be used for extra cooling effect, if desired.
 imPortAnt: Use only clean water for filling the ice blocks. do not fill water above the maximum marking.
6.2.2.   The ice blocks are not food safe, do not use for storing food or beverages.
6.2.3.   Keep away from children.
6.2.4.   empty the water and dry out the ice blocks before storage.
6.2.5.   open the cap, add clean water up to the maximum level marking, close and place in your freezer for a few hours.
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1 Control panel
2 oscillating louvres
3 Horizontal louvres
4 Water inlet 
5 Drain plug
 Ice blocks (not shown)
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6.2.6.   once frozen, the ice blocks can be added to the water tank.
 note: Make sure that the water level in the tank does not go above the ‘MAX’ level indicated on the sight window.
6.2.7.   Once water is filled, take extra care to ensure that you don’t tilt the cooler. Push the unit gently if you wish to move it to a new   

 position.
6.2.8.   Keep the unit on a flat, stable ground without any obstacles near it.
6.2.9.   Connect to the mains supply.
6.2.10. When the supply is turned on at the outlet, the unit receives power and is in standby mode. The Power indicator light turns on.
6.2.11. You may now use the control panel buttons or the remote control to operate the cooler.

6.3.   Control PAnel
6.3.1.   on/off
 Press the ON/OFF button to turn on the unit. The unit starts working in medium speed and switches to low speed after 3 seconds.
 When the unit is working, press the ON/OFF button again to switch it back to standby mode.
6.3.2.   SPeed
 Press the SPeed button to adjust the speed. There are three positions – low, Medium or High. The corresponding indicator turns on.
6.3.3.   SwinG
 Press this button to start or stop louvre oscillation from left to right. The corresponding indicator turns on.
6.3.4.   timer
  Press this button to set the turn-off time for the unit.
  The turn-off time can be set in half-hour increments from 0.5 to 7.5 hours. There are 4 indicators –0.5H, 1H, 2H and 4H. For example,  
 if the timer is set for 3 hours,the 1H and 2H indicators turn on.
6.3.5.   breeZe
 Press this button for a very low speed breeze.
6.4.   mode
 There are three selectable modes, the corresponding indicator turns on.
 normal mode: The fan operates in the constant speed set using the SPeed button.
 natural mode: The unit simulates a natural breeze.
 Sleep mode: The unit simulates a gentle breeze suitable for night-time use.
6.4.1.   Cool
 Press this button for a cool breeze when water is added to the water tank. The corresponding indicator 
 turns on. Press again to turn off the cool breeze.
6.5.   remote Control

 �   wArninG! Keep batteries out of reach of children.
6.5.1.   Remote control uses 1 x CR2025 button cell battery (included).
6.5.2.   Remove plastic tab before first use.
6.5.3.   bAttery rePlACement
 lay the remote control face-down on a table and hold it down with your left hand. 
 Insert the thumbnail of your right hand into the Release Tab, and your index fingernail into the pull-groove.
 With your thumbnail squeeze the release tab inwards and at the same time slide the battery holder out.

7. CleAninG
 �   wArninG! Disconnect from mains supply before removing the filters or carrying out any cleaning or maintenance.
 8   do not use harsh detergents or chemical cleaners or solvents as they may damage the surface of plastic components.

7.5.1.   mAin body
 Use a soft duster to dust off all surfaces.
 Clean the air inlet and air outlet using a vacuum cleaner on a regular basis.
 Wipe all the parts with a soft damp (not wet) cloth dipped in mild soapy water. CAution: ensure that water doesn’t get inside the unit.
 Use a dry cloth to thoroughly dry the unit before turning on.
7.5.2.   Air inlet Cover And inner filter
 Unclip the air inlet cover. Vacuum clean the inner filter. Replace the inner filter if necessary by pulling up the clip on the top edge and  
 easing the inner filter out. Vacuum clean the inner screen. Fit new filter (if necessary)and clip the air inlet cover back in place.
7.5.3.   wAter tAnK

 �   wArninG! Unplug the unit from the mains supply before removing the water tank.
 When the unit or the Cool function will not be used for some time, empty the water from the water tank.
 Use mild soap and water to clean the water tank.  Allow it to air dry or wipe dry using a soft cloth. Make sure the water tank is
 completely dry before replacing. This helps prevent any mould or mildew inside the water tank.
 empty the water and dry out the ice blocks before storage.
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 Make sure the air inlet cover and water tank are replaced in position before switching on again.
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environment ProteCtion
Recycle unwanted materials instead of disposing of them as waste. All tools, accessories and packaging should be sorted, taken to 
a recycling centre and disposed of in a manner which is compatible with the environment. When the product becomes completely 
unserviceable and requires disposal, drain any fluids (if applicable) into approved containers and dispose of the product and fluids 
according to local regulations.

weee reGulAtionS
Dispose of this product at the end of its working life in compliance with the EU Directive on Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment 
(WEEE). When the product is no longer required, it must be disposed of in an environmentally protective way. Contact your local solid 
waste authority for recycling information.

bAttery removAl: See SeCtion 6.5.3
Under the Waste Batteries and Accumulators Regulations 2009, Jack Sealey Ltd are required to inform potential purchasers of products 
containing batteries (as defined within these regulations), that they are registered with Valpak’s registered compliance scheme. Jack 
Sealey Ltd Batteries Producer Registration Number (BPRN) is BPRN00705.

note: It is our policy to continually improve products and as such we reserve the right to alter data, specifications and component parts without prior 
notice.
important: no liability is accepted for incorrect use of this product.
warranty: Guarantee is 12 months from purchase date, proof of which is required for any claim.


